Stripped of her ornate shell, the titular Virgin of Guadalupe is a surprisingly diminutive sculpture just over two feet in height (59 cm) but growing another foot once dressed and on her pedestal. The polychromed cedar sculpture is of an enthroned Madonna with the Christ Child. The icon assumes its rightful hieratic composition and theological function when the Christ child is seated frontally on his mother's lap, conforming to a genre referred to as the Throne of Wisdom (sedes sapientiae), that disseminated outward from Northern Europe between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. 1 The Virgin of Guadalupe belongs to a large corpus of Black Madonnas, 2 although the symbolic and racial valences of her blackness cannot be addressed here. 3 The Extremaduran Mary is also one of the many imágenes de vestir (dressed images) that populated the Iberian peninsula. Since at least 1389, the first dated inventory of her wardrobe, the wooden figures have been encased in lavishly embroidered vestments, allowing only their faces and hands to appear. 4 The underlying sculpture has remained essentially unknown and rarely published. 5 The ambiguity surrounding Guadalupe's appearance is already evident in the object's foundational legend. There is documentary evidence of an active shrine early in the fourteenth century, but her legend, first recorded over a century later, is deftly grafted onto early church history. 6 Our Lady of Guadalupe is said to be the same miracleworking icon sculpted by St. Luke and cherished by Pope Gregory I (540-604). Her proven efficacy in ending an epidemic in Rome made "this image" an appropriate gift for San Leandro, bishop of Seville, Spain. The Muslim invasion forced evacuation of the Guadalupe image to Extremadura where she was buried in a cave for safekeeping, only to be discovered 600 years later by a humble shepherd. Of interest is how the devotional object shifts over time in the Guadalupe chronicles from a generic "image" or sculpture (1400-40) to a figure found in her subterranean tomb in pristine vestments of velvet. 7 As the legend evolves, the opulently dressed Guadalupe is granted the same originary status as St. Luke's carved sculpture.
The new primacy given the majestic robes of the Virgin can be better understood as exemplifying Guadalupe's new historic status. The icon reputedly offered supernatural aid in the Christian reconquest of the Iberian peninsula from the "infidels," forging close ties between the Jeronymite monastery of Guadalupe and the crown. The royal prerogatives granted by the Catholic Monarchs, Isabel (c. 1474-1504) and Ferdinand, and subsequent Hapsburg rulers, converted Guadalupe's monastic complex into one of the wealthiest ecclesiastical establishments of its day. 8 Thus, the fashionable robes of this Queen of Heaven, often stitched in gold thread and embedded with precious jewels, communicated her success and evinced the beneficence of its patrons. 9 In addition, costly fabrics hid an older, decidedly less splendid form. Archaism, while an asset in supporting a miraculous legend dated back to the primitive church, became an aesthetic embarrassment in an era of extravagantly clothed Marian images. Layers of fabric also shielded the Virgin of Guadalupe, as she was located in a curtained tabernacle high on the main altarpiece; the public's sight of her image was carefully orchestrated, revealing and concealing the icon at certain moments during Mass. Moreover, the process of changing her robes and mantles was as guarded as her liturgical viewing was restricted. One "hidden staircase" allowed access to her 10 and strictest protocol governed the few who could dress and undress the "Celestial Princess." In 1631, fray Diego de Montalvo explains that these precautions were in order "to keep in check the bad manners of the many men who …want to see and know everything," adding that "no one has tried to see what is inside [the clothing] nor the workmanship of her body, nor the materials of which she is made; all of this because of the great reverence of those who touch her. No one knows anything about her with certainty nor have they seen whether she is one single sculpture nor even if she is seated or standing." 11 It is telling that the word used for undressing (desnudando) emphasizes the improper removal of clothing to the naked state, no matter that the wooden sculpture was fully clothed. 12 These prescriptions in the handling of Guadalupe, like other devotional images, reveal an acute awareness of the precarious divide between representation and presence. Her dressing and undressing, processing, hiding and revealing, confer an animation on the sculpture, even if dependent on human assistance. In this the Virgin of Guadalupe becomes more than a conduit for expressing divine power and moves into the dangerous terrain of possessing divine power.
Whether sequestered within her architectural shell or hidden beneath layers of costly fabrics, Guadalupe was protected and concealed as part of the staging of her hierophany. This attitude about the sacra is well articulated by the influential Bishop of Bologna, Gabriele Paleotti when he wrote that sacred objects should be hidden behind a cloth or a crystal pane so as not too readily disclose the "secrets of God." 13 Like a saint's relic encased in an elaborate reliquary, aspects of the Guadalupe icon were off limits, beyond normal sight and comprehension, in order to ensure that her charisma remained intact.
